
The borders countryside

provides a stunning backdrop.

,.

Aiming for 12 different species in one day. Will Hetherington enjoys
a walked-up shoot in the Lammermuirs with everything going for it.
Photography: Glyn Satterley

Doug Virtue runs
Lammermuir Game

Services.

i here are at least four main ditterer.

between driven and walked-up shooting.

Driven is the quintessentiaDy English
form of this most traditional of field

^sports and on many bigger shoots it might be

Lthat the guns and the beating team never even
k meet during the day. This is not through some

ancient desire for segregation, more an

inevitable outcome of the way the day is
> managed. However, in walked-up shooting

it is the opposite as the guns form part of

the beating line.
Secondly, in walked-up shooting there are no warning signs

when your quarry is about to present itself, therefore constant

vigilance I N essential. Never is Sod's Law so evident as in this
scenario. Take 2< ' seconds to chat to one of the other members
of the line and miss the chance to add another head to the

:HS is unlike driven shooting when
the p: : the beaters often gives an

indication ot when to be on guard.
Thirdly, the type of shooting is also very

different. A typical bird on a driven

day will be flying over the line

so it's a case of spot the bird,
measure its flight and pick the
moment to pull the trigger.

In walked-up the typical

bird or rabbit/hare gets up

in front and starts moving

away, becoming more

difficult from the moment
it is seen. This means you

have to be quick, there

is no time for judgement of
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ON THE SHOOT

Ian Hendy locks on

to a partridge.

'The morning started with a trip
to a few splashes and a chance of
a goose, a snipe and a duck."
height and line, just put the gun up and pull the tnr

The fourth main difference is that eight hours of \valking
the hills, loaded with cartridge^ heavy duty clothing and
cumbersome 12 bore is considerably more demanding than
being dropped off at the peg for a half hour drive before
retreating for further refreshment.

The quarry list
These differences were all apparent on this day on the
southern edge of the Lammermuir Hills, which lie between

* Edinburgh and the famous River Tweed, which forms the
border with England. Lammermuir Game Services is owned
and run by Doug Virtue, a gentle giant with a wide field of
interest. Apart from playing rugby for many years as a front
row forward and being the regional caber-tossing champion,

he was also a .1 discus thrower. beinr >nd
ranked thrower in Scotland.

A Ntnictural engineer tor the bulk of his career, he has
shooting busmen from running a

v runnir_ i shooting days a season.
rom bigger driven days to the mixed species

>vhich I experienced. With 12,000 acres at his
disposal this i< a very big playground.

The main quarry list on the 'the hill border game bag'
includes 12 different species and as Doug says: "We will find
the game for you then it's up to you whether you shoot it or

On the agenda were; mallard, teal, snipe, grouse, pigeon,
redleg and English partridge, pheasant, brown and blue hare,
rabbit and woodcock (although it was unlikely we would see
the latter as it was early in the season).

The four guns in our line were Barry and Sam Wilcox, Ian
Hendy and myself. The three others between them form the
team behind Castle Gunmakers in Norham, Northumberland
and boast a vast experience both within the gun trade and out
in the field. There fore I knew that I was in good company and
there should be something in the bag by the end of the day.
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ON THE SHOOT

The first action of the day
chance at a goose.

A wet start
The morning started with a trip
to a few splashes and a chance of
a goo pc and a duck. The
duck and the snipe were added to
the bag by Ian and Sam respectively
and there was a chance of a goose
but it went begging.

Doug explained that this would
probably be the only chance of a
goose all day so it was a shame we
missed out but he did his part. Still,
it was an exciting start and we had
already bagged at least two different
species and something to eat!

We were accompanied by a four-
man team of Doug's keepers with
their dogs, led by Richard Moate,
and the next hour saw us surround
a couple of small stands of forestry
in pursuit of partridge. Richard's team beat the
for the only time in the day, we formed a tradino
team of guns. With quite a few Engjish
was an opportunity to add both varietie
bag here. The grey< are not wild s
to be shot. Sadly we didn't get one but Ian
least one pheasant, partridge and pigeon were taken. In fact he
was doing a pretty good job of building a one-man bag.

To the moor
Following this we moved higher and beyond the woodland
towards the moor. For me the grouse were always going to

saw a

be one of the highlights of the day. We don't see too many of
them in Lincolnshire so any chance to walk their stunning
moorland habitat is a treat, to do so with a gun in hand is
manna horn shooting heaven. Doug had assured me there

jrouse around but you never know do you?
•>T 10 minutes walking the heather a few of the dark red

grouse were spotted out in front and, as the gun on the left
flank, I had the first shot at one way out to the left but to no
avail. At this point I was wondering if this just wasn't going
to be my day, however Doug knows his ground and he was
proved right. After bagging a lone snipe out in front, a brace
of grouse popped out of the heather and I shot one with the >

The team on the day; Ian Hendy, Doug Virtue, Barry Wilcox, headkeeper Richard Moate, Will Hetherington, Sam Wilcox, David Silk, Andrew Miller,
Allan Bathgate & Kevin Herdman.
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Sam Wilcox puts a grouse in

the bag in style.

first barrel and missed the second. I c
grin, which only reflected my utter joy at the i
but headkeeper Richard Moate soon brought n
to earth: "And what was wrong with the -.-jond

suppose you can't ex:
lifelong Yorkshireman who has

^ Scotland.
In tact there were plenty of grouse on

3 the hill and, while most were weO out of
^^ range, by the end of the aid

put two brace of the
after game bird in the world in
the bag. This might not Neem

i:.g. like a lot but on a walked-up
day so much effort goes into

every bird that normal
~x, driven values arc totally

irrelevant.
, +2 ^ •— After four hours of

hill-walking lunch is a
^»A welcome chance to take

a seat and, on this mildest of
i early October days, enjoy the

stunning views of the borders.

Headkeeper Richard Moate adds

another bird to the bag.

'I couldn't resist a stupid grin,
which only rejected my utter
joy at the whole scenario, but
headkeeper Richard soon
brought me down to earth."

.Tunned to get us a teal and after lunch we
had the chance but were only able to put a few more mallard
in the bag. Having observed from alar Doug wandered over
the stubble and said: "The teal are the little ones that fly fast -
did y'nae see them?" Point made. During the course of the
afternoon a few more redlegs were shot and, importantly, one
grey partridge.

Surprisingly there are few rabbits on this ground and
consequently we didn't bag one, although there were a
couple of fleeting opportunities. In fact we saw more hares
and Ian Hendy ensured that we bagged two, one with the
final shot of the day. This brought to eight the total of
different species in the bag; mallard, snipe, redleg and grey
partridge, pheasant, grouse, hare and pigeon. The total bag was
53 head.

Walking the hills in good company and fair weather is
special in any case, but to be able to do so in pursuit of game



ON THE SHOOT

The Buccleuch Arms
THIS HOTEL is in Newtown St. Boswell's which is 20 minutes drive from

the Lammermuir Game Services base in Westruther and is something of

a sporting Mecca. The proximity of the Tweed means it is a fisherman's

paradise (although those I met over breakfast were a little glum about

their prospects) and a pretty little cricket ground next door is an

unexpected indication of a popular sport in this neck of the woods.

Hotel manager Billy Hamilton is a keen shooter and the atmosphere

reflects that, with guns in slips treated as the norm, not the exception.

Any game shot on a Lammermuirs day can be taken back to the hotel

where it will be prepared for your dinner. The chef certainly knows game

- my evening meal of woodpigeon starter followed by venison pie was the

perfect preparation for the following day in the field.

www.buccleucharmshotel.co.uk

Strength & Style

MOUFLON
.gged all leather walking boot constructed from

12Tim full grain leather. Internally, soft leather lines the tongue

and collar and a Gore

membrane ensures it is 100%

waterproof and breathable.

The Vibrant Hunting sole

ensures increased comfort

and excellent grip over

all terrain.

MOUFLON PLUS
The extra height provides added protection when walking in deep

heather or harsh terrain. Superbly crafted with a 2.2mm full grain

: uter and lined internally on the tongue and collar with

The hotel provides the ideal base for fishing and shooting trips to

the borders.

Colour: Brown
Sizes: 39-48

In good weather lunch taken outdoors is perfect on a walked-up day.

with the people who know where to find it is something so
special its hard to explain. I think the sense of privilege comes
from the knowledge that, outside the shooting world, there are
many who are unaware even of such pleasure. Poor them.

l:or more information on walked-up multi-species iliiy* or driven

<hoorin$ with Liunmcnnnir (iiiuic >rn'/Vry contact Doug I Irtnc on

01578 740258.

AUTUMN I WINTER COLLECTION

For more information on Le Chameau's

stunning clothing and footwear collection

and details of your nearest stockist please

visit www.lechameau.co.uk or call

Le Chameau (LLC Ltd) on 01489 557600.
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